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Host Adm-Alexander says:
USS Cherokee 10405.23 Doppelganger Part 9
Host Adm-Alexander says:
The crew of the Cherokee continue to find clues of the people who are framing them for murder and the destruction of 4 Starfleet vessels.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
The mysterious saga of the Cherokee continues.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he takes a look around the office, darting his eyes about a little nervously, and he lowers them back to the console and begins to access the standard search engines... he sighs as he waits for the connection to be established::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: The three security officers slowly enter the same bar that Hazzard was kicked out of ...moving directly over to the bartender.  Hazzard stops and smiles an evil grin.:: Bartender: Hello Chum, me and my associates want to have a word with you! Tiny...make the man comfortable would you?
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::in her office waiting the arrival of Admiral Stewart::
 MO-T’Dar says:
::Leaving school medical office for next appointment.  Looking at the list for the next name … Kyle Peterson.::  Self:  It can’t be.  I know this person.  ::Gets a sick feeling in her stomach as she walks to Kyle’s quarters.  Rings the door chime.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::In Security Office, trying to remain as detached as possible from the emotional end of the investigation.::  EO: We need to find out about that contraband equipment, especially what it can do.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Leaves the Admiral's office and puts his PADD away as he turns to walk out into the foyer.::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  Admiral Stewart enters Admiral Alexander's office.
OPS_Nash says:
::walks by the side of her husband, the CSO::
 Kyle says:
 T’Dar: Enter.  ::T’Dar enters the quarters to see a clean-shaven Lieutenant sitting in a chair.::  Well, hello there doctor.  I guess you’re here to give me my physical.
CEO_Pandora says:
::In the shuttle, glancing over at the XO, who just closed the commline with the station::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: Aye, sir, I'm on it. But this will take some creativity, especially if the last known records are from 20 years ago... we'll do it, sir.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Tiny reaches over and lifts the bartender off his feet. slamming him belly down on the bartop as Hazzard and the Master Chief sit down..taking turns thwapping his ears. :: Bartender: Now...were gonna ask you some questions...and for everyone that you lie for...Tiny gets to choose what appendage he's gonna tear off, understand?
Host Adm_Stewart says:
Jones:  I am Admiral Stewart here to see Admiral Alexander, I believe she is expecting me?
 MO-T’Dar says:
::Hesitates for a minute, staring at him.  It had been over a year since she had seen him.  He had not changed.::  Kyle: Kyle? I can not believe after all this time, you are here.
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Let's get this to Sam and the Captain pronto. I wish to get you to see Dr. Starr as quickly as possible.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Half laughs.::  EO: There are more recent records, but I don't know of any more up to date "insider" information.
Kyle says:
 T’Dar: Do I know you?  ::stares at her trying to figure out who she is.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks down the promenade feeling useless but he does one thing. He begins a search for a bar to sit  and have a nice flower juice and listen to people::
Host Jones says:
 AdmS:  Yes Sir, she has been waiting for you.  Go right in.
OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  I suppose.
CNS-T`Lin says:
Kyle: It is me, T’Lin.  ::Then it dawns on her that her appearance was altered.  She was so caught up in seeing him, she had forgotten why she was here.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Turns his attention back to his own console, checking out all systems::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Walks to the TL and steps inside.:: TL: Base Security.
 Kyle says:
T’Dar: T’Lin?  It can’t be.  But … you don’t look like you.  What happened?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: When was the last time that the vessel "The Fortunate One" appears in any of my accessed databases?
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: the bartender nods and Hazzard grins...still thwapping his ears. :: Bartender: Now...you remember the goons you had sicked on me right...who do they work for?
OPS_Nash says:
::steps into the TL and stands next to the CSO::
Host Adm_Stewart says:
 AdmAlex:  Admiral, your Lt. said to come in.  We need to discuss the upcoming court martial of the crew on the Cherokee.
 CTO_Hazzard says:
<Bartender> Hazzard:  Um..uhh..uh.....no one.
CSO_Nash says:
:: As OPS enter and the doors close he feels the lift head toward it's destination.::
 MO-T’Dar says:
Kyle: I know I can trust you, so I will tell you.  I am undercover here on SB33.  But that is not important.  Why are you here?
Host Adm-Alexander says:
AdmS:  I think you need to have a seat first Rear Admiral.  I believe I have some information that is pertinent to the case, that is unless you would like proceed and THEN be embarrassed.  ::looking at him::
 Kyle says:
::Goes to move a little closer to her, gives her a hug, and goes to kiss her.:: T’Dar: Come here.  I missed you.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Computer> EO: Searching...
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Hazzard looks up at Tiny and grins. ::  Tiny : Try and go for a kidney...its been a while since I seen you pull a kidney out of someone. :: Tiny chuckles evilly as he makes a knife hand with his fingers and starts poking the bartender roughly in the side. ::
MO-T’Dar says:
::Gives him a hug, but puts her hand on his chest and steps back.::  Kyle: You go away for a year, you don’t even write, and you expect things to pick up where we left off?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He finds a nice place with a view of space and takes a seat on the stool near the bartender::
Host XO_Worthington says:
::inputs the coordinates given to him by the Freighter and engages:: CEO: I hope this goes smoothly.
Host Adm_Stewart says:
::returns the look, wondering what this woman had up her sleeve as she just pulled rank on him::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Feels the lift stop and steps out into the SEC Office.::
CTO_Hazzard says:
<Bartender> Hazzard: No! NOO! Wait ...wait...they work for one of the local gun runners here.  Valchek.  He works with a few of the Orion Clans.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
AdmS:  Here are some padds you need to look at.  I believe it will explain everything to you.
 Kyle says:
T’Dar: T’Lin, I told you that I had to finish my schooling.  When I got established somewhere I would send for you.  Besides, you were still in the Academy.  What did you want me to do?  Ask you to give all that up?
CMO_Brabas says:
Bartender: One flower juice please with extra flavor!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Computer: Let's try something more up to date.  Any reports of missing ships, crew  of under half a dozen.
OPS_Nash says:
::leaves the TL and heads to the SEC office, staying with the CSO as ordered from a certain Admiral::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks around to find the Captain.:: CO: A minute of your time, sir.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: XO: I'm sure they will.. Systems are still within set parameters...
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Tiny sighs in disappointment as he has to stop...actually grinning as the Master Chief takes on ear and pulls on it hard. ::<MCPO> Bartender: And who does this ding dong Valchek work for...come on sparky..lie so I can watch Tiny here practice is surgery...I dare ya!
 MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: You could have wrote, told me what was happening.  ::A tear forms in her eyes.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Yes Commander, what is it?
CMO_Brabas says:
::After a few moments he gets his drink and he turns to the side of the bar, sitting in bar chair, watching as two people are playing some game in one corner::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::watches as the records start to fill his screen:: Self: Hrm... he hasn't made too many efforts to hide his movements... ::looks over towards the CO's screen:: Computer: Based on The Fortunate One's last appearance, can you show me any schematics or information about the vessel's structural requirements?
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::she watches as Admiral Stewart begins to read the information the Cherokee crew has gathered, and sensing at first that is was a fraud, but the more he read, his thinking was changing::
OPS_Nash says:
::nods at the CO::
 Kyle says:
 T’Dar: Nothing’s changed.  I still care about you.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: I have something interesting from my search of the Cherokee's computer system. :: He pulls out the PADD. and hands it to him.::
CTO_Hazzard says:
<Bartender> MCPO: Ow ow ow ow OWWWWWWWW...Okay ...jeeeez....he does alot of work for that loser Galmod....okay..those were Galmod’s boys last night.  Now let me go!!! He's gonna kill me if he finds out I ratted on him!
 MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle:  No.  You do not understand.  You went away.  You did not write.  I thought you didn’t care.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods, taking the PADD and looking it over.::  CSO/ OPS: Excellent, I thought the program eradicated itself?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He begins to drink it and lets the flavor take in his blood stream:: Bartender: Can you get me a bottle of red wine also?
CEO_Pandora says:
::Turns back to the XO:: XO: Sir, how are you planning to proceed once we're at our destination?
  Kyle says:
T’Dar: T’Lin, what happened to all that your father taught you about suppressing those emotions.  You’ve changed.
OPS_Nash says:
CO:  No, somehow the message itself was the key, fortunately I saved it knowing that it was at the time from my mother supposedly.
Host XO_Worthington says:
::scans the surrounding area for any signs of vessels:: CEO: We will contact Galmod and use the same pay for info bit. Hopefully he will be receptive.
Host Adm_Stewart says:
AdmAlexander:  This is ::he stumbles over his words:: incredible!
CSO_Nash says:
CO: As I did at first, but I used some old 20th century computer definitions and found the carrier program which maintained a image of the virus. So luck is with us once again.
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: Leave my father out of this, please.  And you are right.  I have changed.  ::Dries her eyes.:: Anyway, why are you here?
CMO_Brabas says:
Bar tender: And please make it a real one not synthahol:: Bartender nods and gets him one from under a table and cleans dust from the bottle::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO/ OPS: Very good, at least now we have evidence to support our defense.  Now we need to figure out how it was done.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: XO: Yeah, and hopefully, he'll let us go in one piece after he gave us the information we need...
CMO_Brabas says:
<Bartender>: Well I have this. It is 5 year old but they say it is a good one!
 Kyle says:
T’Dar: Have you heard of that starship, USS Cherokee, that destroyed those ships?
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: Hopefully we will be bringing him back with us, I know you could use the company.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: sighs and looks up at Tiny. :: Tiny: Okay..put him back where you found him, Tiny. :: Tiny shrugs..pushing the Bartender roughly behind the bar and brushing his hands off...grinning :: 
Tiny says:
   CTO: You didn't say I had to be nice about it.
OPS_Nash says:
CO:  That there lays the fun part, trying to found out who put our fine crew in this mess.
 Kyle says:
 T’Dar: Well I am here as a legal aide to protect their interests.  I am not in charge.  I’m just here to assist.  I’m here in case this thing goes to trial.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: There's a report in there about the Fortunate One being equipped with some pretty high tech Comm Equipment.  We need to know 2 things, how it was done, and more important, how a small time hustler could afford such equipment.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. OPS has a theory on that. Since the message was never sent by her mother, it must a masterful forgery. Captain, under Admiral Alexander's orders this copy is to remain with you an Cmdr. Montague.
CEO_Pandora says:
XO: I could use it? ::Chuckles:: In fact, it's crowded enough in here as is.... ::Smiles::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::tries to avert his eyes as the CO talks with OPS and the CSO; he accesses the Intel reports that have been made available to them :: CO: Ah, and you believe then that someone else must have provided them for him for whatever purpose, sir?
CMO_Brabas says:
Bartender: Thank you my good man.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: stands up and brushes off his coat...nodding to both of his accomplices and stepping out of the bar....making his way back to the Admiral's office. ::
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle:  Kyle, that’s my ship.  The USS Cherokee is where I was stationed.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
AdmS:  Yes, I think a change of attitude on your part would be nice Admiral.  I have more information coming in on an hourly basis.  Would you care to be privy to it, or just go ahead an convene the court? :;eyes blazing::
CMO_Brabas says:
::he taps his badge:: *CNS/CTO*:Can you come to the bar Cheers?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO/ CSO/ OPS: Very good.  I've got Ensign, um, sorry Ensign, I didn't catch your name?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: Ensign Adahn Wilson-Ilianor, sir. ::nods::
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: I am sure we can fit a few more in here, if needed. ::continues to scan the surrounding space::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: feels his badge buzz and sighs...*CMO* : Sorry Doc...gonna have to give you a raincheck..got to talk with the Admiral....another time.  :: slowly taps his badge to give the Admiral warning that he is on his way. ::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods.::  EO/ CSO/ OPS: Sorry, I have Ensign Ilianor tracking down a report that Galmod, our chief suspect, came across some pretty high tech Comm equipment.  See if you can track down where it came from, and if it could have been used to deliver the program.
Host Adm_Stewart says:
::has the grace to blush::  AdmA:  I believe I can wait for a while.  This is compelling evidence for the Cherokee.  With your permission Maam, I will find my quarters and wait for more information.  I believe Benedict has made the arrangements.
CMO_Brabas says:
*CTO*: To bad I have a good wine here, but ok my friend!
MO-T`Dar says:
*CMO*: Jovan, I am sorry.  I am in the middle of something right now.  But I will meet you later.  There is something I need to talk to you about.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs:: XO: Whatever you say, sir... ::Turns back to his own console, monitoring all running systems and processes::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::nods at the Admiral as he rises and leaves her office;:
CMO_Brabas says:
*CNS*:I will be here take your time!
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: Mr. Pandora I am seriously considering ordering you to lighten up. ::flashes a devilish grin::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: Yes, sir - on this equipment. Does Intel have any suspicions on possible distributors?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes bottle and flower juice and takes an empty seat on one spare table in the bar and begins to mix those two::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Shakes head:: Self: He's crazy....
Kyle says:
 T’Dar: T’Lin, I am so sorry.  I didn’t know.  I will do everything possible to help you and the others on the Cherokee clear your name.  No wonder you’re so emotional.  We’ve had a couple of leads.  Someone named Galmod.  But that’s not important now.  What’s important is that I found you.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. EO: Ens. Ilianor, I have copies of the message that was sent to us. That will be a good starting point. CO: With your permission I will leave it with the Ens. and escort OPS to her Appointment with Dr. Starr. If I am needed please allow me time for a routine exam and then we will return.
CTO_Hazzard says:
*Admiral Alex*: Tonto this is Lone Ranger, have some more information if your interested.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO/ OPS/ EO: I wish.  I know that they are curious as well, but considering how low profile Galmod was before this report.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: OK, understood.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
@*CTO*:  I am unable to see you right now, just say yes if confirmed our previous knowledge.
Kyle says:
 T’Dar: I only have a few more months left, and then I will be given a permanent assignment.  Now that I know where you are, I will send for you.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Thank you sir. EO: This will help. :: Hands him the PADD with the message.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CSO: Thanks, sir. ::takes the padd and glances at it briefly before looking back up::
CTO_Hazzard says:
*Admiral A* : Yes, Si, Da, Most Certainly and without a doubt YES!
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: Kyle, the Cherokee is my home.  You went away.  And I didn’t think you were coming back.  I moved on.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  As the CTO is speaking to the Admiral, 6 hoodlums come out of the darken hallway and jump them.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: If you need further access, let me know.  But in this room, once the Admiral cleared you for it, access should be no problem.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Growls as he is jumped on....throwing punches and kicks left and right as Tiny and the Master Chief deal with the street punks. ::
Host Adm_Stewart says:
 Benedict:  This Admiral Stewart, I want you to meet me in my quarters immediately.
 Kyle says:
 T’Dar: What do you mean .. moved on?  Are you trying to tell me you are with someone else?  ::Voice getting a little more frustrated, louder, and agitated.::  T’Lin, I told you before I left that I loved you.  If it’s the Cherokee you want, then once I am done with my studies, I will see about getting assigned there.  I still love you.
Host XO_Worthington says:
::mutters to himself as he scans for Galmod's ship:: CEO: I hope we didn't get bogus info. Can you increase sensor resolution on this bucket?
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
AdmS:  Yes Sir, on my way...
Kyle says:
T’Dar:  Please … tell me you still feel the same way .
MO-T`Dar says:
  ::Turns away from him as tears are now pouring from her eyes.::
Kyle: I can’t … I can’t deal with this right now.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Looks up, then complies with what was asked:: XO: I'll try, can't make any promises though.... ::Taps away at the console::
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
::hurries to the VIP quarters, stopping to straighten his uniform then rings the chimes::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::smiles:: CO: Thank you, sir. ::he sends a copy of the message on the padd to his console and starts looking through it:: CO: Nothing special... a few excerpts, I see... but there might be information embedded in the message about the system that it was installed in...
Host Adm-Stewart says:
Benedict: Enter!
Kyle says:
 ::Grabs her arm and turns her back facing him.::  T’Dar:  T’Lin, is there or is there not someone else in your life right now?  I need to know now.
Host Adm-Stewart says:
Benedict:  What do you have for me?
OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  Shall we continue with our mission?  ::smiles::
CSO_Nash says:
EO: The message is a forgery from OPS' Mother. But it is from Galmod's comm system.
MO-T`Dar says:
::Looks him straight in the eyes.:: Kyle: There is someone else.
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
AdmS:  I believe I have undeniable proof Sir that the crew of the Cherokee are guilty.  Here is what we have so far.  ::handing him some padds::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: The fight continues to rage.  Hazzard grabs on of the punks and slams him into a wall....headbutting him in the nose as he throws him to one side.  Tiny is easily handling two more...slamming their heads together as the MCPO takes another punk and brings his knee smartly between the hoodlums legs....reminding him how much crime pays...::
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Yes we shall. EO: If you need further assistance, contact me in about an hour and we'll come back here.
Kyle says:
T’Dar: Well this is just great!  You mean after all this time, I’ve been trying to establish myself for us, and you go run off with someone else!  Where is he?  I want to meet the person who took you away from me.
Host Adm-Stewart says:
::begins to raise his eyebrows as some of the information is definitely conflicting with what he has just read given to him by Admiral Alexander::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Gets ready to leave with OPS.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: Are there any known manufacturers of the particular communications system that was used to send this message?
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: Stop it, Kyle!  What did you want from me?  You left.  I didn’t know where you were.  You were gone over a year.  What was I supposed to think?  To do?
Host Galmod says:
@::sitting in his command chair, looking at the information coming in, wondering if it could be that ship?  Only one way to know.::  Pilot: Lay in a course, I have to see that ship asking about us up close.
CSO_Nash says:
:: AS he hears the EO talking with the computer he follows OPS.:: OPS: Shall we?
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: I'm starting to think we have been had. These are the coordinates.
Kyle says:
T’Dar: T’Lin, I love you!  We both agreed to wait to start a relationship until I was established.  I still want to marry you.  I will marry you today, right now, if that is what it takes to keep you.
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
AdmS:  Here is also proof of two of the crews major involvement in this.  Senior staff of course. ::smirking::
OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  Lead on. ::prepares to leave with the CSO::
Host Galmod says:
@Pilot: I'm going to hail the fools.  Call a few of the boys, just in case.
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: I can not marry you, Kyle.  Firstly, I have to get my name cleared, the Cherokee’s name must be cleared.
CMO_Brabas says:
::he stares at a vast area of space outside the window::
Host Galmod says:
@<Pilot> Galmod: Uh, sir, you do realize we're easily an hour out of range of help, right?
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
Benedict:  Yes, I see. I would like to read all this again, in peace and quiet.  Dismissed!
CSO_Nash says:
:: Exits Sec and gets into the TL.:: TL: Base Medical. :: Waits for OPS to enter before he activates the lift.::
Kyle says:
T’Dar: Fine.  Then when that’s done, you and I will get married.  You can stay with me.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: the last of the hoodlums are finally dealt with as Hazzard, MCPO and Tiny are a little worse for wear...but strangely ...they enjoyed letting a few of their frustrations out on the punks. ::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: XO: Still working on our sensors...
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: Kyle, No.  You are not getting this.  I can not marry you.
Host Galmod says:
@Pilot: Of course, but it's a very small ship.  Comm: XO: Greetings, I've heard you were looking for me.  You better have a good reason for it.
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
AdmS:  Aye Sir, call when you need me!  ::he hastens out of the Admiral's quarters as he needs to com someone quickly::
Kyle says:
T’Dar: You love him, don’t you?
Host XO_Worthington says:
::shakes his head:: CEO: Oh well, at least we can track him down and get our money back. ::is startled by the com:: COM: Galmod: Is this the Galmod I have heard so much about?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Computer> EO: Affirmative. ::two listings appear on his screen::
OPS_Nash says:
::enters lift with the CSO::
Host Cmdr_Benedict says:
COM: Galmod:  This is Ayidee2.  The plan is working.  Will follow up in 24 hours.
Host Galmod says:
@Comm: XO: Depends on what you've heard.  Who is this?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he reads aloud...:: Self: Kaldar Tech, Cardassia Prime... Retek Industries, Romulus...
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: I do not even know what love is anymore.  I thought I did.  Now I am even more confused than ever.  Maybe if it was a different time, different place, there could be an “us”, but we missed our time to be together.  I am a different person now.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Looks up as a comm comes through::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Activates the lift.:: OPS Your chariot is now heading to Medical. :: Grins.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
COM: Galmod: Just someone that is looking for some answers. I am willing to pay top dollar.
OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  If we must.  ::smiles::
Host Galmod says:
@::Taps in an "Acknowledged" to Benedict.::  COM: XO: Answers to what?  Nice ship you have there.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: Have either of these companies ever been implicated in any... extra-legal activities?
Kyle says:
T’Dar: T’Lin, you don’t know what you are saying.  You’re confused because of this legal thing with the Cherokee.  Even your mom and dad agreed with our marriage.  It was arranged by them you know.  You are just confused.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::sits back in her chair to take a breather, information is coming fast and furious::
Host XO_Worthington says:
COM: Galmod: Yea it gets me where I need to go. Answers to questions. Why don't we meet so we can talk further. As a sign of good faith I will transfer you 100 bars of gold pressed latinum.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: sighs and catches his breath...looking over to the MCPO:: MCPO: Do you think I said something to make them angry?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Exits the lift and heads into the Infirmary.::
OPS_Nash says:
::follows the CSO to the Infirmary to get checked out by Dr. Starr::
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: No, Kyle.  I am not.  This is just one more thing in my life that did not go as my mom and dad planned.  But it has absolutely nothing to do with how I feel about you, and how I feel about Hazzard.
Host Galmod says:
COM: We're closing as we speak.  Have the Latinum transferred before we arrive.  We should be there in just a couple minutes.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS:  There you are, are you ready for the exam?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: Simultaneously... ::lowers his voice slightly:: Establish a link-up with the database at Kaldar Tech... via this access point. ::punches in an access point, and closes his eyes to wish himself luck::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Tiny picks up one of the goons and starts to shake him..the goon snarling...:: <Goon> CTO:  Galmod is gonna see you dead, punks...your gonna be hanging from his bed post...at least your heads are....
Host XO_Worthington says:
COM: Galmod: Agreed. We will be standing by for your arrival.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters and sees Dr. Starr.:: SBCMO Starr: Good to see you again Troi.
OPS_Nash says:
::looks at Dr. Starr::  Starr:  I'm as ready as I am ever going to be.
Kyle says:
 T’Dar: Hazzard!  That’s his name?  Does he know about me?  About us?
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS/CSO:  Well, go undress so we can do the ultrasound.  I think these twins are going to be coming sooner than expected.  That is the way with twins. ::smiling at the happy parents::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Hears a soft alert sound:: XO: Incoming vessel, high speed..... That must be Galmod...
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: Looks like we are 100 bars poorer. Be ready to energize cargo.
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Chin up trooper. This you have to do alone. :: Sets down in one of the chairs next to the exam table.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Taps a few buttons:: XO: Standing by to transport...
Host Galmod says:
@Pilot: Maybe we should have taken along another lackey or two.  Oh well, even numbers.  At least I know you can shoot straight...when sober.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
ACTION:  Galmod's ship can be detected to have weapons hot.  No fool this Galmod.
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  Understood.  ::gets ready for her ultrasound, and she returns and gets on the table::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: walks over and grabs the goon by his neck :: Goon: did you say Galmod...Did you!!!! Oh...this is perfect...:: He throws him to Tiny and grins. :: Tiny: if he tries to escape....eat 'im.  :: Tiny looks down and grins evilly at the goon.  the Goon starts to shake in fear. ::
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: No, he does not.  No one does.  No one on the Cherokee knows about my past.  I choose to keep it that way.  And my parents do not know about Hazzard either.  And there is no “us”.  Stop saying that.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
::begins to rub the gel on Kyleigh's belly, readying it for the scan::  OPS:  I know this is a little cold, but it will warm up.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he inhales, and exhales when his display shifts to reveal an access menu to the Kaldar Tech database:: Computer: Hide my commands, using one of my own encryption algorithms... er, Number 4, this time. And now... show me any sales records that have been placed about... ::checks his padd for a time frame:: let's say five years. Scan only for listings for this particular communications system that I've indicated here.
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  I'll be fine.  ::tries to think of warm thoughts for a few moments until the gel warms up::
CMO_Brabas says:
::Half bottle of wine later he gets up, grabs a cork puts in the bottle and takes it with him::
Host Galmod says:
COM: XO: OK, we're in range.  Transfer the Latinum, then prepare to come aboard.  Alone, just one of you.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
::brings the monitor close to the biobed so Kyleigh and Kevin can both watch::
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS/CSO:  There you are!  One boy and one girl!
Kyle says:
T’Dar: You can not run from your past, T’Lin.  It will eventually catch up with you.  I am sorry I hurt you.  I thought I was doing what was right for both of us.  You are right though.  I should have written, but I was so tied up with everything that I was doing, that I did not have the chance.
Host XO_Worthington says:
COM: Galmod: Lock onto my signal and energize once the latinum is transferred. CEO: Transfer now, lower shields. Be ready for me to come back, maybe with guests.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Taps the energize button and initiates transport:: XO: I'll have transporter lock on you at all times, just to be sure...
CSO_Nash says:
:: Watches in amazement.:: Dr. Starr: That's incredible. Fraternal twins. :: Smiles and squeezes OPS' hand.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::waits a second, and then sits up as he finds that there are no records for the latter couple of years... then he reads a small disclaimer:: Self: Oh, no... out of business, great. Computer: Disconnect.
CTO_Hazzard says:
: The three security men and their captive walk to the brig...where they deposit the punk in one of the cells. ::
Host Galmod says:
::Raises shields around Bridge, then lowers them in cargo hold.::  COM: Beam it to the unshielded section.
OPS_Nash says:
::looks at the monitor and sees them::  CSO/Starr:  They're beautiful.  ::looks at the CSO and smiles::
Kyle says:
T’Dar: If you love this “Hazzard”, if you truly love him, then I want you to be happy.  He better treat you right though, that’s all I have to say, because if I hear one word that he even looks at you wrong I will hunt him down.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::sighs, and takes a deep breath:: Computer: Okay. Using the same protocol, establish a linkup with Retek. But this time, use encryption algorithm Wilson-5.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes a light walk toward the dock of the Cherokee::
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS/CSO:  It should be anytime now.  Have you had any pains Kyleigh?
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  Just a couple hard kicks a few hours ago.
CSO_Nash says:
Dr. Starr: Anytime now. What happened? Is it the elevated stress?
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS:  Well that is normal.  But Kevin, watch her closely.  With twins, it is normal to be early, and this could happen very quickly.
Host Galmod says:
@Pilot: What do you think, scans show they look good.
Host XO_Worthington says:
COM: Galmod: Transfer complete. Standing by for transport.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::nods as an access menu for Retek appears:: Self: Silly Romulans. Think they're so secure, so strong... and a fool like me can just walk in, access their records... Computer: Now take me to their sales records, and scan for this particular communications system, from two years back.
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: I am not sure about anything right now.  I just know that all this, being here with you today, has changed me.  It has brought back feelings and emotions that I had repressed and chose not to deal with.  I just need time to think about what it all means.  You need to get on with your life.  I need to move on.
CSO_Nash says:
Dr. Starr: Aye Doctor. I will be very vigilant.
Host XO_Worthington says:
CEO: If things go south, get out of here and return to Starbase 33.
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  I just wish that the past few days haven't been so.....stressful.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: resumes his path to go see the good Admiral Alexander...the MCPO and the gentle giant Tiny following him. ::
Host SBCMOStarr says:
CSO:  I would prefer that at this point, she rests a lot.  Kyleigh, can you do that?
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  I'll try if nothing else happens to send me into an emotional state.
Host Galmod says:
@COM: XO: We're ready, for the Latinum and for you.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
::takes the scanner away::  OPS:  Well, stay in your quarters here on the Starbase.  If you do go into labor, you will be close.  Do you have someone in mind you want to deliver the babies?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::reads the monitor:: Self: Classified... designed for a prototype Romulan Warbird, specially... hmm, it's one of a kind, only one in existence... but that's not possible, is it? Boy, the name sounds so familiar...
Kyle says:
T’Dar: If that is what you want, I will respect that.  ::Pulls her close to him and hugs her.  Gives her a kiss on the forehead.::  Why don’t we finish up here with the physical, and we go get something to eat?  You know, get to know each other again.  Maybe I can change your mind.  ::Winks at her.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: XO: Aye sir...
CSO_Nash says:
Dr. Starr: I was ordered by Admiral Alexander to not let her out of my sight. I cannot continue to do so and maintain my duties. How shall I go about doing my work and following my orders?
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  Well, we haven't really thought that far ahead yet.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: Is there any reference to a Romulan Warbird of this class in any Starfleet records? ::he pauses, as several records involving the Cherokee show up:: Self: It was stolen... by a man named... LoDuca... Hmm.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS:  Do you feel well enough to follow Kevin around?  Remember, this birth could come quickly with no warning.
Host Galmod says:
@::Initiates Transport of XO.::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: hits the door chime on the Admiral's office....waiting for her to let him in. ::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::looks up, as for some reason he feels a bit of a chill:: CO: Captain... I've found something that you may find interesting...
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  Well, I do feel safer when I am with Kevin, and I'll rest and relax wherever he goes.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::materializes on Galmod's ship::
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: You have not changed.  ::Laughs.  Pulls out her medical tricorder and scans him.::  Still in perfect health, as always.  ::Smiles at him.::  Why don’t we go back to my place .. We can get something to eat there, and you can meet my puppies.  Hopefully they have been behaving.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
OPS:  Ok, then you can get dressed.  I want to see you back here tomorrow.  Be thinking about who you want to deliver the twins.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Yes?  What did you find?
CSO_Nash says:
Dr. Starr: I'll see to it that she gets plenty of rest Doctor.
OPS_Nash says:
Starr:  Understood, don't be surprised if its you that we choose to deliver Kiandra and Liam.
Host SBCMOStarr says:
::nods at the CSO and leaves::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
CTO: Enter!
Host Galmod says:
@::Rises, raising the shields again and then shutting down the Bridge shields.  Walks to greet his "guest."::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he turns on his swivel chair to face the captain:: CO: Well... I was investigating the message that was extracted... and it seems the communications system that was used is produced in only two places... Kaldar Tech and Retek Industries... Kaldar is out of business, but Retek isn't... well...
OPS_Nash says:
::she gets dressed and returns to the CSO's side::
Host Galmod says:
@::Enters Transporter Room.::  XO: OK, now, what was it you wanted to know?  ::Eyeing him up and down.::
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Let's take our time getting back to Sec. That appears to be the place where all the action is. Do you feel up to it?
Kyle says:
T’Dar: As you wish.  Lead the way.  ::They exit Kyle’s quarters and go to T’Lin’s quarters.  He puts his hand around her shoulder as they walk.::  So tell me about the Cherokee.  I want to hear everything. And who is this Hazzard guy?
Host XO_Worthington says:
@Galmod: Hey, nice to meet you too. You come here often?
CEO_Pandora says:
::Monitors all movements of Galmod's ship::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: So that narrows things down a little.  What can you tell me about that company?
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: walks into the office and grins as he takes off his hat...the other two men following suit. :: Admiral: Ma'am do I have good news for you!
CMO_Brabas says:
::he enter in Cherokee hallways and goes toward Sick Bay laboratory, walking light::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::grins at the CTO's enthusiasm::
OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  Sure, let's go, I'll find a way to get comfortable in there.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
CTO:  What is it?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: ... I kinda broke into their database to look for... *certain records* of interest. And it seems that they designed this comm system for one purpose in mind, to be equipped into an experimental Romulan Warbird... a Warbird that was stolen by a certain LoDuca, and I believe you are familiar with him.
Host Galmod says:
@XO: Yes, as a matter of fact I do.  Interesting ship you have there.  I used to have one just like it.  Right down to the Phaser burns aft of the port thruster.  The ones I put there.
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: I'll make sure that you do. Shall we? :: Offers her his arm.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Smiles.::  EO: Then we have the string puller, unless this is the greatest coincidence in History.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@Galmod: Hey that's great. Maybe I can give you a tour later.
CTO_Hazzard says:
Admiral: Turns out me and the boys just got jumped by a group of thugs who work for Galmod...turns out they were the ones who jumped me before...seems Galmod has been dabbling in the arms market with one of his buddies here....a Velochek I think....We have a strong lead...
OPS_Nash says:
::takes the offered arm::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters the TL and orders it back to the SEC office.::
MO-T`Dar says:
::They get to T'Lin's quarters, and two puppies come charging at them.::  Self: Thank goodness they behaved.  ::She picks up Killer.::  Kyle: This little one is Killer. The other is Peaches.  ::Killer licks her face, while Peaches sniffs at Kyle.::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
CTO:  Excellent!  Get that information to the Captain.  He is in the security office with Samantha.  Also notify the XO.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: How should I proceed next, sir?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Self: String puller?
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: holds up a hand..:: Admiral : On my way Ma'am...oh...could you pass a message to T’Lin for me?
Host Adm-Alexander says:
CTO:  And that would be?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Yes, Galmod doesn't have the ability to pull this off.  Next step is to figure out where that Warbird is.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Exits the lift as it stops and leads OPS into SEC.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@Galmod: Anyhoo, I have come here to ask some questions that my employer, who shall remain nameless, would like answered. Aren't you going to offer me a seat or something to drink?
CMO_Brabas says:
::he enters in the Laboratory and continues an analysis he left in the computer::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: blushes as he realizes both Tiny and the MCPO are grinning like mad Hatters. :: Admiral: Umm could you give her my love and tell her I am still in one piece.
Host Galmod says:
XO: Certainly.  What can I get you?
Kyle says:
::Kyle picks up a picture of T'Lin's mom and dad.::  T'Dar: Do you miss them?
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::raises her eyebrows::  CTO:  I will quote you precisely when I see her.
Host Galmod says:
::Moves to the bar, bending behind it and grabbing a disruptor, which he turns to aim at XO.::
OPS_Nash says:
::is being led to SEC by her love, the CSO::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CO: Hmm, now that will be even trickier. But I'll see if I can... *poke* around, sir. ::winks::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@Galmod: Nothing, I'm fine. The point is if these questions are answered to my satisfaction, I will pay you 400 more bars of latinum.
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: mumbles his thanks as he walks out with both of his security crew men...giving them both an evil look.:: MCPO/Tiny: That’s right...laugh it up...go ahead...one chuckle and I'll make the XO look like a light weight when it comes to assigning drills.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters and sees the CO.:: CO: CSO Reporting for duty. Cmdr. Montague: May OPS borrow a couch for her stay with us?
MO-T`Dar says:
Kyle: I do.  But being on the Cherokee is everything I always dreamed of.  I have met a lot of nice people.  This is my home now.  And we have to get our names cleared.  ::She sits down on the sofa.  Kyle sits next to her.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
::sees Galmod go for the disruptor and pulls out his pearl handled colts, shooting Galmod in the knee:: Galmod: I'll aim higher next time. ::kicks the disruptor away::
Host Galmod says:
@::Cringes and falls.::  XO: Not as foolish as the last owner of that craft I see.  ::Tries to not glance towards the Bridge.::
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: they travel to the security office and walk in...looking for the CO ::
Host Sam_Montague says:
CSO: Sure, no problem!  It is in my office.
Host Galmod says:
@<Pilot>  ::Rises quickly, fumbling for a Disruptor on his way through the door.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Computer: Has intelligence received word of any raids recently, with Romulans as the main suspects?
CSO_Nash says:
Cmdr. Montague: Thanks Sam. OPS: Off you go my dear. :: Winks at her.::
CTO_Hazzard says:
CO: Captain Ayidee, you in here sir!  I done got you a present I know your gonna love.
OPS_Nash says:
::goes to sit down and relax on the couch while Kevin and all get to work::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@Galmod: Yea, I like it when they fight back. *CEO*: Lock onto Mr. Galmod and prepare to transport. I got to go make sure the coast is clear. ::sees the pilot come through with the disruptor and shoots twice::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Leans back in his chair, closing his eyes for a second, opening them the moment after, to check his console::
Host Galmod says:
@<Pilot> ::Drops Disruptor as one bullet pierces his shoulder, the other knocks the disruptor out of his hand.::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The pilot falls to the decks, disabled.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CTO: The news keeps getting better, what do you have?
CEO_Pandora says:
*XO*: Understood... ::Taps a few buttons:: Stand by for transport...
Host Adm-Alexander  (Transporter.wav)
CTO_Hazzard says:
:: chuckles as he rubs his hands together...CO: Christmas has come early for you sir...hope you got your interrogation skills up to date...I got you one of Galmod's little thug boys and I figured you would want first crack at him!
CEO_Pandora says:
::Turns around, pulling out his phaser, pointing it to where Galmod appears or could appear::
Host XO_Worthington says:
::watches the pilot fall to the ground:: Pilot: Did that hurt as much as I hope it did?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CTO: No, I have to leave it in your hands.  It's not about what I want.  I'll watch, but I can't get closer, not yet.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
Host Adm-Alexander says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
Host Adm-Alexander says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

